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On the morning of July 6,1988, following reactor shutdown and
cepressurization in preparation for helium circulator eaintenance, Operations
Decartment cersonnel ciscovered that core support floor (CSF) vent valve,
V-111063. was not full open as it snould have been. urther investigationC

icentified that tne valve stem of V-111063 had become separated fra :ne disc.

The CSF vent system provides an escape path for primary coolant that enters
the CSF through a breacn in the CSF steel casing. Venting this gas duringh reactor decressurization prevents CSF internal pressure from exceeding crimary }ONo coolant pressure by more than 210 psi. If the CSF vent system is isolated88' curing rapid PCRV decressurization, excessive differential pressure could

@@ cevelop across the CSF anc result in deformation of the CSF casing sicewallMo and top nead,
co w

$ Failure of a set screw in V-111063, caused by overloading tne valv,e handwneelop

@ cue to a cuilcup of corrosion on the valve internals, allowed the valve stem
to retate within tne valve tocy and eventually unthread itself from the valveh d4se,

co a""
V-111063 will be recairea/reolacea and returned to :ervice prior to reactor
startup. Additional c:rrective actions will include installation of pressure
indicating instrumentation uo:. ream cf V-111063, and estaclishment of
a ministrative ;0ntrois on manual valve coeration in tne CSF vent system
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BACKGROUND:

The reactor core [AC)* is supported by the core support floor (CSF) [AC)*, an
insulatea and water cooled composite concrete and steel structure (see
Figure 1). The space inside the CSF is vented and drained to maintain the
pressure in the floor at 100 psig or less. The vent and drain cavities were
formed during the concreting of the CSF and are interconnected by tubes
permanently cast in the concrete and routed through the floor, down the core
support columns and to the radioactive gas waste system [WE]* (see Figures 2
and 3). Tne CSF vent system provides protection against overpressurization of
tne floor in the event of a CSF liner leak, which could result in high
dif 7erential pressure between the floor and the primary coolant system during
a Design Basis Accident DBA-2 ("Rapid Depressurization/ Blowdown").

The concrete CSF and steel liner are maintained within specified temperature
limits by a system of cooling tubes welded to the concrete side of the steel
liner. In 1972, four CSF cooling tuces were identified as leaking. A
technioue to seal the leaking tubes with epoxy resin was developed and used
su::essfully in 1973. In 1932, Fort St. Vrain experienced a primary coolant
leak through the CSF liner, and also detected another CSF cooling tube leak
which appeared to be in close proximity to the liner leak, thus allowing
communication of primary coolant to the liner cooling system. The CSF liner
leak seals at power levels above :pproximately 30'4 as PCRV p essure and cors
outlet temperature increase, but reopens during startup or shutdown operations
(e.g., following a reactor scram from power levels above 30'4).

The concern with overpressurizing the CSF is that if CSF internal pressure
were to greatly exceed the pressure of the surrounding primary coolant, tne
resultant forces could potentially cause ceformation of the CSF liner,
resulting in either disarray of the core or blockage of the primary coolant
flow cath between the CSF liner and the PCRV liner. Analyses show that
deformation of the CSF liner will not cause a safety concern if the pressure
within the CSF does not exceed primary coolant pressure by more than 210 psi.

EVENT DESCRIPTION:

On July 5,1988, the reactor was being shutdown from approximately 80*J power
in preparation for a scheduled three month outage to perform work on the
heliumcirculators[AB]*. It was expected that as reactor power was reduced
below approximately 28'; with a corresponding decrease in PCRV pressure and
core outlet temperature, the CSF liner breach would open and gas would begin
to flow through the CSF vent to the radioactive gas waste system.
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At approximately 2200 hours on July 5,1988, with the reactor at 20*4 power and
cecreasing, all four circulators operating at 3300 RPM on steam turbine drive,
382 psia PCRV pressure, and 1036*F average core outlet temperature, the CSF
liner breach opened as indicated by flow recorded on FR-6375 through the CSF
vent to the radioactive gas waste system. The flow rate through the vent,
however, was significantly less than flow rates normally observed during
reactor shutoown and depressurization operations. However, since the CSF
pressure indicator controller, PIC-6364, was operating normally at the
setpoint of 60 psig, this low flow rate through the CSF vent piping was notconsidered to be a problem.

At 2255 hours on July 5,1988, Operators began
venting the Looo I PCRV liner cooling system surge tank (T-4601) to the 90.s
waste vacuum tank (T-6301). Surge tank venting is normal procedure during
reactor depressurization to release gas that enters the liner cooling water
system through leaking CSF cooling water tubes. Upon venting the PCRV liner
cooling system surge tank, CSF vent flow gradually decreased towards zero as
indicated by flow recorder FR-6375, suggesting that the path of least
resistance for CSF gas was into the PCRV liner cooling system via leaking CSF
cooling water tubes in the CSF, to the Loop I PCRV liner cooling system surgetank, and finally to the gas waste vacuum tank. It is believed that this
venting cf the liner cooling system relieved any significant primary coolant
pressure that may have developed in the CSF following the time the breach
openeo at approximately 2200 hours (see Figure 4).

Due to abnormal conditions, the Reactor Side Eouipment Operator was directed
to check the CSF vent system flow path. At OE00 hours on July 6, 1983, withthe *eactor shutcown, "A" and "0" circulators operating at 3300 RPM on steamturbine drive, "B" and "C" circulators self-turbining, 169 psia PCRV pressure,
and 220 F average core outlet temperature, the Reactor Side Equipment Operator
identified that manual isolation valve V-111063 (see Figures 3 and 5) was not
fully open, as determined by operating the valve and observing an increase in
both vent flow rate and gas waste vacuum tank pressure. It was later
determined that the condition of V-111063 alone could have prevented
fulfillment of the CSF vent system safety fJnction needed to mitigate the
consequences of CBA-2. Four hour notification was made on July 6,1988, in
accordance with 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(111)(0).
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION:

Manual isolation valve V-111063 failed in a mid position that resulted in
partial isolation of the CSF vent system. The failed valve is a 3/4" Velan
globe valve which is installed in a horizontal position and is located such
that a reach rod is required to operate the valve from a distance. V-111063
is enclosed, and the valve handwheel and stem are not visible to a personoperating the valve. Radiography of the valve indicated that the stem had
unthreaded from the valve disc (i.e., failure of the valve operator), and
thus, as the valve hanowheel was operated, the disc did not move in and out of
the valve seat but remained stationary in a nearly closed position. The as-
found condition of the valve was such that, as the valve was operated in the
open direction, the stem unthreaded from the disc. This as-found condition
could have caused the disc to actually lower onto the seat,
off of the seat when the valve was operated in the open direction.rather than rising

V-111063 has a keyed collar and set screw assembly in the valve operator that
is designed to prevent rotation of the valve stem as the valve is operated(see Figure 5). It is kr.own that Operators have had to use a "cheater bar" to
operate V-111063 in the recent past. Since the set screw is not actually
recessed into the collar assembly, use of a cheater bar to operate the valve
caused the set screw to fail and allow rocation of the entire collar assembly
and valve stem, which in turn caused the stem to unthread from the valve disc.
Upon valve disassembly, a significant amount of corrosion products were found
in the area of the bellows and the valve disc / seat. It is postulated that
corrosion caused the internals of the valve operator to seize up and led to
the use of a cheater bar.

Operation of the CSF vent system with V-111063 partially closed was a result
of an undetected passive failure of the damagcd valve caused by overloading
the valve hanowheel. The vent system is not designed to withstand a singlepassive failure. It is designed to withstand a single active failure. The
only applicable active components are pressure valve PV-6364 and block valve
HV-1195, both of which are designed to fail open on loss of control signal or
pneumatic / electric supply.

Since normal flows were observed through the CSF vent system during the most
recent reactor startup in late May, it is concluded that V-111063 was fully
open at that time.

As reactor power was raised above approximately 30*4 during
startup, the CSF liner breach sealed and CSF vent flow stopped. This occurred
on May 27, 1988. The valve therefore appears to have failed sometime between
May 27 and July 5, 1988. Although there is no positive evidence tlyat V-111063
was operated between May 27 and July 5, it is postulated that the valve was
operated in the open direction (e.g., during verification of valve line up to
ensure that the CSF was unisolated), causing the stem to unthread from the
disc and lowering the disc onto the seat rather than opening the valve as
intended,
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V-111063
(see Figure 3).was operated most likely to isolate th 0l111 -0l0 0!51 oF }}
Operator rouna sheets (which record CSF knockHowever, during a review of the Reactor Side CSF knockout pot for draining
basis) and narrative logs for the time period fout pot water level on a shiftly

e Equipment

1988, no entries were found that indicated the CSF krom May 27 through July 5,drained during that time period
nockout pot had been

time, and therefore, exactly when V-111063 bnot specifically recall having operateo V-111063 fThe Reactor Side Equipment Operators co ld
.

u
or any reason during that

SAFETY ANALYSIS: ecame nearly closed is unknown.

The as-found condition of manual isolation
breach ocened during plant shutdown on July 5sucn that it could have prevented proper venting of thvalve V-111063

was determined to be
e CSF as the linerbeing submitted in accordance with 10CFR50 73( )(2)(This report is therefore

, 1958.

could have prevented fulfillment of the safety functiv)(D), as a condition thata.

mitigate the consequences of an acc1 dent. on of a system needed to

A recent safety evaluation, submitted to the NRC
analyzes depressurization of the PCRV with the CSF vevia PSC letter P-88098,
permanent loss of forced circulation (LOFC)

event (Design Basis Accidentnt line isolated during aDBA-1).

100 psig when the CSF vent line isolation valveThe analysis assumes that the internal pressure of the CSF isthe start of depressurization, and that de s are shut immediately prior toapproximately 7 hours.
pressuriza' ion is completed inThe following is taken direc'.ly from P-88098:

"It is not ceemed possible that C F pressure co ld
greater than 210 psi, at any time curing the coursee>ceed PCRV pressure byu
depressurization.

the first 2.4 nours of the depressurizationPCRV pressure cecreases from 617 psitof tne 7 hour
the next 4.6 hours. to about 200 psia in

Early in the depressurization with the CSF unde, and from 200 psia to 17 psia inoressure and crimary coolant

in the depressurization witn the CSF under i tunder compression and the liner leak would tend toleaking into the CSF, tr' e CSF liner would be
r external

close. Conversely, later
coolant leaking out of the CSF, the CSF liner would ben ernal pressure and primaryliner leak would tend to open.
large enough to permit tne CSF internal pressure tAssuming helium leakage into the CSF wereunder tension and the
within the first 2.4 hours, leakage out of the CSFo increase to above 227 psia
CSF oressure would never exceed PCRV pressure bycavity would occur with less resistance, and at a suffi iand back into the PCRVc ent rate such thatthe PCRV depressurization."

greater tnan 210 psi during

i
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During the event of July 5,1988, the CSF was not completely isolated since
V-111063 was not completely shut and initially allowed some flow of gas
through the CSF vent system. Additional venting of the pressure in the CSF
cavity occurred through the leaking CSF liner cooling tubes once the PCRV
liner cooling system surge tank was vented to the gas waste vacuum tank.
Also, the PCRV was depressurized at a much slower rate of depressurization
than that assumed in the case of DBA-1, as shown in Figure 4. This slower
rate of depressurization allowed more time for the CSF internal pressure to
equalize with PCRV pressure as the PCRV was depressurized. The consequences
of the event which occurred on July 5, 1988, are thus en4 eloped by the
consequences of the DBA-1 analysis included in P-88098, and it is therefore
concluded that at no time curing this event did CSF internal pressure exceed
DCRV pressure by greater than 210 psi.

Based on the above, this event posed no threat to the health and safety of the
public. No previous events involving partial isolation of the CSF vent systemhave been reported.

COPRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Valve V-111063 will be repaired or replaced with a different valve type prior
to startup. The possibility of using a diaphragm-seal valve as opposed to the
existing bellows-seal valve is still being investigated. This type of valve^

would be less sustcptible to the type of failure involved in this event, which
is believed to be due to the buildup of corrosion products on the valve
internals. If the option of using a diaphragm-seal valve is el'minated, Velan
(the manufacturer of the existing V-111063) has recommenced a repd r that
would prevent rotation of the keyed collar assembly should the set screw again' ail.

Valve V-111063 will be sealed open and added to the Sealed and Critical Valve
Check List (SR-0P-12-W). Valves on this check list are verifiea to be sealedin the proper position on a weekly basis. As an additional measure of
assurance, the remaining manual valves ir, the CSF vent system will also be
sealed coen and added to the Sealed and Critical Give Check List (V-11726,
V-111062, V-6380, V-6381, V-6382, V-63100, and V-63202, a shown on Figure 3).
This corrective action will ensure administrative control of the manual valves
in the CSF vent system, and will be completed prior to startup. (Note that
it was not deemed necessary to seal open the 24 individual vent column
isciation valves, V-11711 througr V-11722 and V-11735 through V-11746, ir the
CSF uself, as several of these valves would have to be mispositioned before
an effect on CSF vent flow would be experienced.)

,

To crovide a means of identifying inadvertent isolation of the CSF vent in a
timely manner, cressure indicating instrumentation will be added upstream of
V-111063 (see Figure 3). This location will indicate as nearly es possit'le

| the pressure in the CSF itself. This corrective action will be completec
crice to startup.
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CSF Internal Vent Design
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16805 WCR 19 1/2, Platteville, Colorado 80651

August 5, 1988
Fort St. Vrain
Unit No. 1
P-88290

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Occket No. 50-267

SUBJECT: Licensee Event Report
88-011-00, Final Report

REFERENCE: Facility Operating
License No. OPR-34

Gentlemen:

Enclosed, please find a copy of Licensee Event Report
No. 50-267/88-011-00, Final, submitted per the requirements of
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v)(D).

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. M. H. Holmes at (303)
480-6960.

Si cer

bm-
C. H. Fuller
Manager, Nuclear Production

Enclosure

cc: Regional Administrator, Region IV
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Westerman, Chief

Projects Section B

Mr. R. E. Farrell
Senior Resident Inspector, FSV
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